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ARGUMENT & AUTHORITIES 

I. The State argues everything except the Constitution’s  plain, dictionary 

language.  

The School Board of Collier County’s initial brief showed that when the 

plain language of sections 1(a), 2, and 4(b) of the Florida Constitution’s article IX 

are read together, they give exclusive “control” and “operation” powers to locally 

elected school boards, while giving the State a shared “supervisory” power and the 

power to “provision for” or fund children’s education. (IB 9–14).  

The State calls Collier’s position “extreme” and hyperbolically suggests that 

it would call into question the entire education code. (AB 2, 22, 56 (n.27)). But 

there is nothing extreme about interpreting the Constitution using its plain, 

dictionary language. In fact, this is the main method of discerning voter intent. 

Myers v. Hawkins, 362 So. 2d 926, 930 (Fla. 1978). And the purported grand effect 

on the education code of reading the Constitution’s plain language is not relevant 

since this appeal concerns only the constitutionality of section 1002.333, Florida 

Statutes (2017). 

 Ignoring the dictionary meaning of the words actually used in the 

Constitution, the State throws a variety of arguments against the wall that are 

simply wrong. For example, the State begins by arguing that courts cannot wade 

into policy debates over education. (AB 21). While generally true, this is simply 

not what this case is about. At its core, it is about which constitutional entity has 
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the authority to make certain policy decisions in the first place, such as whether to 

allow a school of hope operator to open a new school within five miles of an 

existing public school. In other words, this case is about interpreting the 

Constitution and resolving a power dispute between three constitutional entities, 

which is precisely within the Judiciary’s wheelhouse. Cf. Chiles v. Phelps, 714 So. 

2d 453, 455–56 (Fla. 1998) (rejecting a similar argument). 

Throughout its brief, the State also seems to refer to the rational-basis test, 

but it never cites any case showing that this test applies to a dispute between 

constitutional entities. (AB 19–21, 38, 39, 41, 47, 50, 56–57, 59). As illustrated by 

the only case the State cited for “rational basis” consideration, this test typically 

arises only when individuals challenge the constitutionality of a law on due-

process or equal-protection grounds. (AB 19–20 quoting Agency for Health Care 

Admin. v. Hameroff, 816 So. 2d 1145, 1147–48 (Fla. 1st DCA 2002)). It is not 

relevant to a dispute over which constitutional entities—the Legislature, the State 

Board of Education, or the local school boards—are empowered to decide a certain 

issue. Indeed, if the State lacks the authority to “control” and “operate” local public 

schools because article IX, section 4(b) exclusively confers those powers on local 

school boards, then it does not matter whether the State had a rational basis for 

section 1002.333: it’s still a facially unconstitutional reallocation of power. See 

Chiles v. Children A, B, C, D, E, & F, 589 So. 2d 260, 268–69 (Fla. 1991). 
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Next, the State repeatedly claims that neither Collier nor the other boards 

identify any principle or provision limiting the State’s authority to implement 

educational policies effecting local schools. (AB 1–2, 20–21). Again, not so. As 

explained in the initial brief (at pp. 10 & 14), the Florida Constitution is itself a 

limitation on the State’s power. Phelps, 714 So. 2d at 458. And when it provides a 

specific manner for doing something, then it cannot be done in a different manner. 

Bush v. Holmes, 919 So. 2d 392, 407 (Fla. 2006). 

Here, the Constitution expressly says that locally elected school boards can 

“control” and “operate” schools in their districts. Art. IX, §§ 1(a), 2, 4(b) Fla. 

Const. By giving this specific authority to only school boards, it specifically 

removes that authority from the State. Cf. Roberts v. Brown, 43 So. 3d 673, 679 

(Fla. 2010) (recognizing that while circuit courts may have general authority over 

most matters, “a specific statement that jurisdiction over one type of legal matter 

exists in another court removes jurisdiction from the circuit court to consider such 

matters”). So, while the State may create, through its supervisory and general 

lawmaking powers, statewide standards for all school boards to follow when they 

decide to act—like building or opening a new school—article IX, section 4(b) 

provides an express limitation on the State’s ability to either force school boards to 

act or to act for them. Jones v. Braxton, 379 So. 2d 115, 118 (Fla. 1st DCA 1979); 

Detzner v. League of Women Voters of Fla., 256 So. 3d 803, 811 (Fla. 2018). In 
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other words, had section 1002.333 simply given school boards the option to use 

schools of hope to turn around a persistently lower-performing school and 

provided standards for using this option, then it would be constitutional. But as 

written, the State has made the operational decision of requiring school boards to 

open “schools of hope” under threat of financial penalty and even allows the State 

Board to do it for school boards if they resist. This is a prime example of doing 

something in a manner that is inconsistent with how the Constitution dictates. 

Disagreeing with this express limitation, the State boldly claims that article 

IX, sections 1 and 2 give it “express authority to establish and supervise a 

statewide system of public education . . . .” (AB 22). Yet, neither section’s plain 

language gives the State authority to “establish” public schools. The only express 

reference to the State establishing anything concerns the “establishment, 

maintenance, and operation of institutions of higher learning and other public 

education programs . . . .”, which has nothing to do with public schools. Art. IX, 

§ 1(a), Fla. Const. The Supreme Court also recently rejected the notion that the 

State can “establish” public schools. Detzner, 256 So. 3d at 809–11. Even at the 

system level, the Constitution itself establishes the system of free public schools by 

acknowledging its existence, while limiting the State’s authority to merely 

supervising and provisioning for that system. Art. IX, § 1(a) & (2). 
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Still, the State insists that its authority to establish schools or require their 

establishment is expressly provided for when the Constitution grants it authority to 

“supervise” and make “adequate provision . . . . by law,” which they contend 

means passed by a legislative act. (AB 20, 23 & n.12). Collier does not quibble 

with the definition of “by law,” but it must be read together with—and is limited 

by—the phrase “adequate provision,” which means funding. (IB 12–14). Although 

the State claims (at p. 23) that “provision” is broader than merely ensuring 

adequate statewide funding, it cites nothing in support and makes no attempt to 

define critical terms like “provision” and “supervise.” 

 In contrast, the Supreme Court has repeatedly connected the phrase 

“adequate provision” to appropriation or funding. E.g., Bush, 919 So. 2d at 403; 

Fla. Educ. Ass’n v. Fla. Dep’t of State, 48 So. 3d 694, 702 (Fla. 2010). The history 

of this constitutional phrase further shows that it concerns providing adequate 

funding to the system of public schools. Compare Coal. for Adequacy & Fairness 

in Sch. Funding, Inc. v. Chiles, 680 So. 2d 400, 407–08 (Fla. 1996) (refusing to 

determine whether State’s funding of education was “adequate” without 

constitutional standards for its meaning), with Haridopolos v. Citizens for Strong 

Sch., Inc., 81 So. 3d 465, 471–73 n.5 (Fla. 1st DCA 2011) (connecting “adequate 

provision . . . by law” to funding and recognizing that the 1998 constitutional 

amendment was attempting to give this phrase a constitutional standard). So, 
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“adequate provision . . . by law” means appropriating sufficient funding for 

educating Florida’s children—not establishing or forcing the establishment of new 

schools within five miles of district schools. 

Finally, the State continued to rely on School Board of Palm Beach County 

v. Florida Charter Education Foundation, Inc., 213 So. 3d 356, 360 (Fla. 4th DCA 

2017), and School Board of Volusia County v. Academies of Excellence, Inc., 974 

So. 2d 1186, 1193 (Fla. 5th DCA 2008), to support its erroneous arguments. 

(AB 23–24). Yet, the State made no attempt to address—much less refute—

Collier’s showing that these cases are distinguishable or wrongly decided. (IB 27–

29, 35–37). Put simply, nothing in them or the administrative process in section 

1002.33(6)(c), Florida Statutes (2017), supports the State’s attempt in section 

1002.333 to legislatively force school boards to open charter schools within five 

miles of their public schools or empowers the State to do so directly.  

In short, the State has failed to overcome Collier’s plain, dictionary reading 

of article IX, sections 1(a), 2, and 4(b). Those provisions expressly limit the State’s 

power to adequately funding the public-school system as a whole and to 

supervising the system as a whole, while giving school board’s broad, exclusive 

power to control, operate, and supervise all public schools within its district, 

including exclusive authority over whether to open new schools. 
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II. The State’s offhand footnote does not refute the extensive history in 

favor of home rule, which supports Collier’s reading of article IX, 

sections 1(a), 2, and 4(b). 

Collier’s initial brief (at pp. 14–23) also showed how Florida’s constitutional 

history supports its reading of the relevant constitutional provisions as limiting the 

State’s power in favor of locally elected home rule. Rather than really respond to 

this argument, the State dismisses it in a conclusory footnote by saying that it is 

irrelevant, reliant on hearsay and secondary sources that were not presented below, 

and contrary to applicable case law. (AB 56 n.27).  

As a preliminary matter, perfunctory, offhand arguments—especially those 

appearing only in footnotes—generally do not warrant the Court’s time and 

essentially result in waiver. See, e.g., Caldwell v. Fla. Dep’t of Elder Affairs, 121 

So. 3d 1062, 1064 (Fla. 1st DCA 2013); Coolen v. State, 696 So. 2d 738, 742 n.2 

(Fla. 1997). This alone supports disregarding the State’s conclusory footnote. 

But the State is also incorrect. For example, the Supreme Court has 

repeatedly found historical context relevant to discern the voters’ intent behind 

constitutional provisions. E.g., Gallant v. Stephens, 358 So. 2d 536, 539 (Fla. 

1978); State ex rel. McKay v. Keller, 191 So. 542, 546 (Fla. 1939). Even the 

Supreme Court in Bush looked to the history of the Florida Constitution’s 

education article to discern the people’s intent. 919 So. 2d at 402–05. And while 

the State failed to say which case was “out of step” with Collier’s historical 
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analysis, it is noteworthy that this analysis is in step with Bush’s analysis (id.) and 

with the division of constitutional power as interpreted by Detzner, 256 So. 3d at 

811; Jones, 379 So. 2d at 118; and Duval County School Board v. State, Board of 

Education, 998 So. 2d 641, 644 (Fla. 1st DCA 2008). 

The secondary sources are also not improper. While they are not binding, 

Courts routinely rely on treatises to support a legal interpretation of statutory and 

constitutional provisions. E.g., Putnam Cmty. Med. Ctr. v. Florida Birth-Related 

Neuro. Injury Comp. Ass’n, 204 So. 3d 598, 601 (Fla. 1st DCA 2016) (drawing 

support for its constitutional interpretation from Talbot D’Alemberte, The Florida 

State Constitution: A Reference Guide (1991), which is an earlier version of the 

same book Collier cited); Travelers Ins. Co. v. Warren, 678 So. 2d 324, 328 (Fla. 

1996) (relying on Professor Alan I. Widiss’s insurance treatise to bolster statutory 

interpretation). In fact, relying on Black’s Law Dictionary (or any other dictionary 

for that matter) would be improper if the State were correct. And insofar as hearsay 

has any relevance to commercially published secondary sources like those Collier 

cited, section 90.803(17), Florida Statutes (2017), exempts them. 

Finally, the State’s suggestion that Collier’s historical analysis is 

unpreserved is also erroneous. The rule of preservation does not prevent parties 

from elaborating on issues and positions preserved below. See Gomez Lawn Serv., 

Inc. v. The Hartford, 98 So. 3d 212, 217 (Fla. 1st DCA 2012); Ruddy v. Carelli, 54 
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So. 3d 1055, 1056 (Fla. 5th DCA 2011). All that is necessary is that the argument 

be specific enough to apprise the judge of the constitutional issue and potential 

error. Williams v. State, 414 So. 2d 509, 511–12 (Fla. 1982). Given that the school-

of-hope issue and Collier’s constitutional interpretation were extensively argued 

below, the State’s unelaborated preservation argument must also fail. 

III. The State fails to overcome Detzner, Duval, and Jones’s strong 

precedent in Collier’s favor. 

As explained above and in the initial brief (at pp. 23–30 & 37–38), Collier’s 

constitutional interpretation is supported by the decisions in Duval, 998 So. 2d at 

644; Detzner, 256 So. 3d at 811; and Jones, 379 So. 2d at 118. The State, however, 

questions their relevance. (AB 25–27).  

For example, the State contends that Duval is not relevant because section 

1002.333 does not create an independent, statewide entity to control the creation of 

charter schools and it did not reallocate “all” of the school board’s authority to 

operate, control, and supervise public schools. (AB 25–26). Yet, the statute does, 

in fact, give “all” of the school boards’ constitutional authority over these newly 

created schools of hope to the State since it compels school boards to allow their 

opening under threat of financial penalty and even allows hope operators and the 

State Board to open them without the school boards. § 1002.333(4), (8), & 11(d), 

Fla. Stat. But even if school boards are left with “some” authority, a purported 

slight infringement (as the State implies) on school board’s exclusive “control” and 
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“operation” authority is still a violation. Bush, 919 So. 2d at 398 (abhorring small 

and large constitutional violations alike). Finally, whether the State indirectly 

infringes on the school board’s constitutional power through a separate, 

independent entity as in Duval or does it directly through the State Board like here 

is irrelevant: it’s still a constitutional violation. Cf. Gooding v. Brown, 22 Fla. 437, 

441 (1886) (“The Legislature cannot do indirectly what it cannot do directly.”). 

As for the Supreme Court’s recent Detzner decision, the State claims that it 

only reflects the Court’s uncertainty about Duval’s scope in the context of a ballot 

initiative and that the Court’s statement about school districts having the only 

authority to open charter schools was merely dicta. (AB 26–27). Yet, the majority 

of the Court—which makes the Detzner opinion binding
1
—spoke with unequivocal 

certainty when they said that: 

The decision in Duval County demonstrates that, as currently 

interpreted, the Florida Constitution provides that only district school 

boards may authorize charter schools. Duval County belies Detzner’s 

argument that the Legislature currently has that authority and that the 

Revision does not alter the status quo. 

Detzner, 256 So. 3d at 811. And this was not dicta because it was integral to the 

Court’s decision to remove the ballot initiative as “fly[ing] under false colors.” Id.; 

                                                 
1
  Santos v. State, 629 So. 2d 838, 840 (Fla. 1994) (recognizing a plurality 

decision as still binding and precedential).  
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cf. BellSouth Telecomm., Inc. v. Church & Tower of Fla., Inc., 930 So. 2d 668, 673 

(Fla. 3d DCA 2006) (finding court’s reliance on another case was not dicta when 

critical to the outcome). 

Finally, the State attempts to narrow this Court’s Jones decision on two 

grounds: First, the State claims that Jones was not a case about limiting the State’s 

power to build schools, but rather a case about judicial restraint. And second, even 

if Collier’s reading is correct, section 1002.333 does not require school boards to 

build anything. (AB 27). But Jones is not that narrow. It did not rest only on 

judicial interference with a school board’s constitutional authority to control when 

to create new schools, but rather on any attempt by a “state” apparatus to “force a 

board to build, nor once a board decides to build, force it to persistent in that 

decision if later events prove the board’s course unwise.” Jones, 379 So. 2d at 118. 

This is why Jones repeatedly referred to the “state” broadly—rather than just the 

courts—before then concluding that it was not for “the court to determine whether 

the action of that body is wise, economical or advantageous.” Id. And whether the 

State’s interference is compelling school boards to physically “build” new schools 

or merely to authorize their opening just miles from existing public schools is a 

distinction without a difference: Both force school boards to create new schools 

contrary to their exclusive “control” and “operation.”  
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Thus, the State did not overcome the strength of Duval, Detzner, and Jones, 

which support Collier’s reading of the Florida Constitution and illustrate why 

section 1002.333 is facially unconstitutional.  

IV. The State fails to overcome Collier’s arguments concerning the 

constitutionality of section 1002.333. 

In the final section of Collier’s initial brief (at pp. 30–45), it applied the 

previous sections’ analysis of the Constitution’s plain language, historical context, 

and interpretative cases to argue that section 1002.333 was facially 

unconstitutional in two respects. First, it impinged on school boards’ home-rule 

authority by forcing them to allow hope operators to establish “schools of hope.” 

And second, it violated the Constitution’s uniformity requirement by creating and 

funding a competing system of “schools of hope.” The State’s arguments largely 

track those it made below (AB 53–67, 68–70), which Collier already addressed 

either above or in the initial brief. So, Collier stands on its briefs, except to make 

two additional rebuttal points. 

A. The State Board cannot cure the facially unconstitutional statute 

by simply declining to enforce it as written.  

According to the State, the trial court properly rejected the argument 

concerning the State’s “hypothetical ability to contract directly with a hope 

operator” under section 1002.333(11)(d) because the State Board enacted Florida 

Rule of Administrative Code 6A-1.09982716(6), which allegedly prevents it from 
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contracting directly unless a “school district abdicates its statutory responsibility to 

enter into a performance-based agreement.” (AB 58). 

But as argued in the initial brief (at p. 33), an executive agency cannot save a 

facially unconstitutional statute through the simple expedient of declining to 

enforce it as written. See Duval, 998 So. 2d at 644. In a footnote, the State 

summarily responds by saying that Collier “misses the point.” (AB 58–59 n.28). 

Yet, this is very much the point. As written, the statute does not give the 

State Board any discretion or prevent hope operators from bypassing school boards 

to demand contracts with the State. Rather, it allows the State Board to directly 

contract with hope operators “when a school district has not improved the school 

after 3 years . . . or has not complied with the requirements of subsection (4) [i.e., 

not contracted with a hope operator].” § 1002.333(11)(d), Fla. Stat. (emphasis 

supplied). The use of the conjunctive “or” means that hope operators need not wait 

until noncompliance with subsection (4) before bypassing school boards to 

contract directly with the State; rather they can immediately do it “when a school 

district has not improved the school after 3 years . . . .” See D.M. v. State, 712 So. 

2d 1204, 1204 (Fla. 5th DCA 1998) (“The word ‘or’ is generally construed in the 

disjunctive when used in a statute or rule, and normally means that alternatives 

were intended.”). The State Board cannot turn the statute’s disjunctive words into a 

conjunctive words to say that it will not contract directly with hope operators 
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unless school boards fail to turn around a school and fail to contract with operators 

under section 1002.333(4). Cf. State, Dep’t of Health & Rehab. Servs. v. McTigue, 

387 So. 2d 454, 456 (Fla. 1st DCA 1980) (finding agency rule could not modify 

statute by adding criterion or conditions not present in the statute). Therefore, the 

State’s facially unconstitutional attempt to allow the State Board to bypass school 

boards by directly contracting with hope operators is not “hypothetical,” but is 

expressly provided for in the statute’s plain language.  

B. The statute’s plain language leaves no room for negotiating the 

performance-based agreements as the State contends. 

According to the State, Collier is wrong about section 1002.333 removing a 

school board’s control over the performance-based agreement’s terms because rule 

6A-1.0998271(4)(a) allegedly contemplates negotiations between districts and 

operators. (Compare IB 34, 36, with AB 57). 

But again the statute’s plain language renders the State’s argument 

untenable. The statute meticulously regulates every facet of the Schools of Hope 

Program from the standards for becoming a hope operator (§ 1002.333(2)) to the 

notice of intent’s contents (§ 1002.333(4)(a)) and the performance-based 

agreement’s terms (§ 1002.333(5)). Subsection (5)’s introductory sentence itself 

nullifies the State’s argument—and, for that matter, rule 6A-1.0998271(4)(a)—

because it says “[t]he following shall comprise the entirety of the performance-

based agreement . . . .” (emphasis supplied). This plainly leaves no room for 
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negotiation, but intends for those agreements to contain—in their entirety—only 

what is enumerated in the statute. The Legislature drives this point home by later 

requiring the State Board to adopt standard agreements that “must be used to 

eliminate regulatory and bureaucratic barriers . . . .” § 1002.333(11)(b), Fla. Stat. 

(emphasis supplied). So, the Legislature clearly does not intend for locally elected 

school boards to negotiate these agreements because such ‘control’ would be, in 

the Legislature’s view, a “bureaucratic barrier.” But bureaucratic inconveniences 

cannot erode constitutional mandates like article IX, section 4(b). See Brown v. 

State, 377 So. 2d 819, 821 (Fla. 1st DCA 1979) (“Bureaucratic inefficiency cannot 

be allowed to erode constitutional protections . . . .”). 

So, regardless of what the State Board’s rule says, it cannot save the facially 

unconstitutional statute. (See IB 33, supra pp. 12–14). But even if it could, a casual 

reading of the State’s standard agreement shows that it too leaves no room for 

meaningful negotiation, but merely relegates school boards to the ministerial task 

of filling in the form’s blanks. See Fla. R. Admin. 6A-1.0998271(3) (citing a fill-

in-the-blank contract on the Department of State’s website). Notably, the State 

made no attempt to identify what terms remain open for meaningful negotiation—

likely because none exists. This Court should thus reject the State’s argument that 

locally elected school boards retain control over these agreements. 
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V. Assuming that the cross-appeal is directed at Collier, it lacks merit and 

should be rejected. 

In the last nine pages of their 85-page brief, the State cuts and pastes their 

argument below concerning three affirmative defenses that the trial court 

summarily rejected. (Compare AB 75–84, with R. 3045–3047 (standing), 4383–

4384, 4389 (estoppel), 3048–50, 3057–58, 4388–4389, 4392 (exhaustion)). The 

State’s brief is not entirely clear about whether these arguments are directed at 

Collier because this part of its brief refers to only the “Local Boards,” which was 

the moniker it gave to the ten other local school-board appellants, not Collier. 

(Compare AB 75–84, with AB 1 at n.1). But out of an abundance of caution, 

Collier addresses each defense below, which this Court should summarily reject as 

the trial court did. (R. 4828:13–17). 

A. Collier and the other school boards have standing to challenge the 

constitutionality of the Schools of Hope Program. 

The State first argues that the local school boards lack standing to facially 

challenge the constitutionality of section 1002.333 (and other provisions of HB 

7069). (AB 76–79). Rather, the State contends that public officials and agencies 

must presume the constitutionality of statutes. (Id.). 

Although this is the general rule under the standing doctrine, the Supreme 

Court has recognized that, unlike the federal system, Florida does not rigidly 

adhere to it. Coalition, 680 So. 2d at 403. In fact, the Supreme Court has 
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recognized two notable exceptions that apply here. First, an agency has standing 

when it is willing to perform its duties, but is prevented from doing so by others. 

Reid v. Kirk, 257 So. 2d 3, 4 (Fla. 1972). The second exception exists when the 

statute requires expending public funds. Branca v. City of Miramar, 634 So. 2d 

604, 606 (Fla. 1994). Contrary to the State’s argument, Collier and the other local 

boards advanced both exceptions below. (Compare AB 77–78, with R. 4616–

4618).  

For example, Collier and the other local boards asserted that the people of 

Florida have constitutionally charged school boards with the operation, control, 

and supervision of all free public schools. (R. 469 (¶ 19), 38 (¶ 75)). And while the 

local school boards are willing to perform this constitutional duty, section 

1002.333 prevents them from doing so as to these new “schools of hope” by 

stripping school boards of their authority to operate, control, and supervise “all” 

schools within their district and giving that authority to the State Board and hope 

operators. (R. 466(¶ 11(i)–(ii)), 469–70(¶ 24), 39(¶ 79)). Finally, Collier and the 

other local school boards presently have at least one persistently low-performing 

school that would trigger section 1002.333’s usurpation of constitutional authority. 

(R. 30 (¶ 30), 466 (¶ 7), 3509 (¶ 19)). These allegations are more than sufficient to 

satisfy the first exception. Cf. Coalition, 680 So. 2d at 402–03 & n.4 (finding 

sufficient the school boards’ allegation that they were being prevented from 
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discharging their constitutional and statutory duties because the State was 

unconstitutionally failing to allocate adequate resources for a uniform system of 

free public schools).  

Although the first exception alone is sufficient to summarily reject the 

State’s argument, its own summary-judgment evidence shows that the second 

exception was also met. For example, the State admits that charter schools in 

general are funded through these tax dollars raised by local school board “in much 

the same way as all public schools are funded.” (R. 3093 (¶ 54)). The State also 

admits that under section 1002.33(17), Florida Statutes (2017), “School Districts 

must distribute a proportional share of their [Florida Education Finance Program] 

funds to charter schools within their district based on the number of students 

enrolled in each charter school.” (R. 3667 (¶ 11)). And section 1002.333(9)(a) 

expressly states that “schools of hope” are to be funded like other charter schools 

“in accordance with s[ection] 1002.33(17).” So, by the statute’s plain language and 

the State’s own admissions, 1002.333 requires expending public funds on these 

schools of hope, which further supports Collier and the other local boards’ standing 

to challenge its constitutionality. Cf. Branca, 634 So. 2d at 605–06 (finding City 

had standing for declaratory action involving expenditure of public funds on a 

mayor’s pension plan). 
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B. Collier’s challenge cannot be estopped because there is no 

evidence that it received financial benefits under section 1002.333.  

Next, the State argues that the appellant school boards should be estopped 

from complaining about the requirement to share capital-millage revenues with 

charter schools and section 1002.333’s Schools of Hope Program. (AB 79–80). But 

Collier did not join in the complaint’s millage count. (R. 1753–54). It was also not 

among the five schools that allegedly received funding under the Schools of Hope 

Program. (AB 80 (citing R. 3509 (¶ 21); R. 3548). So, this defense does not appear 

to be directed at Collier or otherwise have merit against Collier since there is no 

evidence that Collier received financial benefits under section 1002.333. Insofar as 

further argument against this defense is necessary, Collier joins and adopts the 

cross-answer brief filed by the other local school boards. 

C. The trial court correctly rejected what the State has dubbed an 

exhaustion-of-remedies argument, which is really two distinct 

defense wrapped in one. 

Although couched under the same heading of failing to exhaust 

administrative remedies, the State’s final argument muddles what is really two 

distinct, independent defenses. The first three paragraphs of the State’s section 

IV(C)(1) contend that the complaint fails to state a claim for declaratory relief, 

which is different than an exhaustion defense. (AB 81–82). The exhaustion defense 

appears in the last two paragraphs of the State’s section IV(C)(1) and its section 
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IV(C)(2). (AB 82–84). As sequentially addressed below, the trial court properly 

rejected both defenses as lacking merit. 

1. Collier and the other school boards pleaded a justiciable 

issue for declaratory relief. 

The State begins by arguing that the complaint fails to state a claim for 

declaratory relief by alleging an actual, justiciable controversy over the Schools of 

Hope Program. In support, the State argues that local school boards have control 

over whether schools of hope open in their district by improving their persistently 

low-performing schools. It also argues that local school boards can control whether 

the State directly contracts with hope operators by fulfilling their “statutory 

obligation” to enter into performance-based agreements with the hope operators. 

Since the local school boards have not yet refused to improve their low-performing 

schools or to contract with hope operators, the State believes that the complaint’s 

allegations are too speculative or hypothetical to warrant declaratory relief. 

(AB 81–82). 

This argument overlooks the point of seeking declaratory relief. The 

Supreme Court has long recognized that this relief exists “to adjudicate the rights 

or status of parties, without the peril of committing a crime or resorting to violence 

or breach to put the legal machinery in motion.” Sheldon v. Powell, 128 So. 258, 

262 (Fla. 1930). In other words, it exists to have a judicial determination “before 
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[the] wrong has been committed or damage done.” Id. at 263; Jackson v. Fed. Ins. 

Co., 643 So. 2d 56, 58 (Fla. 4th DCA 1994).  

The fact that a controversy has not fully matured is not essential. Holley v. 

Adams, 238 So. 2d 401, 404 (Fla. 1970). Nor does a statute have to be enforced 

before its validity is judicially resolved as the State is essentially arguing. See 

Dickinson v. Buck, 220 So. 2d 48, 52 (Fla. 1st DCA 1969). Rather, all that is 

necessary are “the ripening seeds of controversy make litigation in the immediate 

future appear unavoidable.” S. Riverwalk Investments, LLC v. City of Ft. 

Lauderdale, 934 So. 2d 620, 623 (Fla. 4th DCA 2006). 

This Court’s decision in Hardwick v. Moore, 795 So. 2d 970, 971 (Fla. 1st 

DCA 2001), illustrates this principle and is analogous. In that case, inmates 

challenged a rule through declaratory relief that limited them to only four personal 

books when an earlier rule allowed the inmates to have as many books as their 

locker could contain. Id. The State argued that since the new rule had not yet been 

enforced by confiscating the books, the inmates had suffered no injury. Id. at 972. 

This Court rejected this argument because to obtain declaratory relief, one “need 

only show an imminent controversy,” which the inmates had adequately pleaded. 

Id. 

Here, the seeds of an imminent—and existing—controversy were more than 

adequately pleaded. The pleadings assert that the Florida Constitution grants 
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school boards with the authority to operate, control, and supervise all free public 

schools within the school district, which includes the exclusive authority to 

authorize new charter schools. (R. 38 (¶ 75), 469 (¶ 19)); Detzner, 256 So. 3d at 

809–11. But section 1002.333 attempts to remove this exclusive authority over the 

school district’s persistently low-performing schools by forcing school boards to 

contract with hope operators under threat of financial penalty and by allowing hope 

operators to cut school boards out altogether by contracting directly with the State 

Board. (R. 38–39 (¶¶ 76–79), 469–70 (¶¶ 20–24)). The mere enactment of a statute 

attempting to reallocate constitutional rights and duties is sufficient—standing 

alone—to show a justiciable issue. Cf. Children A, 589 So. 2d at 263 & 268–69 

(rejecting similar arguments by the State when a declaratory relief action sought to 

invalidate a statute as unconstitutionally reallocating constitutional power).  

The controversy is especially imminent here given that Collier and the other 

local boards presently have at least one persistently low-performing school. (R. 30 

(¶ 30), 466 (¶ 7), 3509 (¶ 19)). So, at any point, despite the local boards’ 

considerable efforts to turn these schools around, a hope operator
2
 could exercise 

                                                 
2
  And notably, the State Board has already designated four nonprofit 

organizations as “hope operators” under section 1002.333(2), Fla. Stat. See Fla. 

Dep’t of Edu., SCHOOLS OF HOPE, http://www.fldoe.org/schools/school-choice/ 

other-school-choice-options/schools-of-hope/ (last sentence) (last visited Jan. 11, 

2019). 
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their new statutory rights to open a school of hope within five miles of a low-

performing school by merely submitting a notice of intent to the school district or 

by contracting directly with the State Board. § 1002.333(4) & (11)(d), Fla. Stat. 

Contrary to the State’s argument, local school boards do not need wait until a hope 

operator submits a notice of intent and then risk financial penalty by refusing to 

contract with them just to test the facial constitutionality of section 1002.333. Cf. 

Jackson, 643 So. 2d at 58 (refusing to require a party to take action that risks 

substantial benefits before a contract’s meaning is declared). In fact, waiting until a 

school of hope moves into a school district would have a deleterious effect on the 

students who transfer to the school of hope during the constitutional action and 

who would then have to transfer back to their assigned district public school if 

section 1002.333 was declared constitutional.  

Thus, like the trial court, this Court should reject the State’s failure-to-state-

a-claim defense because the controversy over section 1002.333’s constitutionality 

has already germinated into a seedling. 

2. And facial constitutional challenges are properly raised via 

declaratory relief, not in administrative proceedings.  

Finally, the State argues that Collier and the local boards must first exhaust 

their administrative remedies before challenging the constitutionality of section 

1002.333. (AB 83–84). While this is correct for as-applied constitutional 

challenges, it is not correct for, like here, facial challenges. For these challenges, 
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the Supreme Court has repeatedly recognized a direct-file exception to the 

exhaustion-of-remedies defense. 

The Court first recognized the exception in Gulf Pines Memorial Park, Inc. 

v. Oaklawn Memorial Park, Inc., 361 So. 2d 695, 699 (Fla. 1978). That case 

involved a declaratory relief challenge to the constitutionality of a cemetery-

licensing statute. Id. at 696. In deciding the case, the Supreme Court rejected the 

defendants’ argument that the circuit court lacked jurisdiction because the plaintiff 

failed to exhaust his administrative remedies under Chapter 120. Id. at 696 & 698–

99. The Court said that while not all constitutional challenges could bypass 

administrative remedies, facial constitutional challenges could. Id. (saying, “[s]ince 

the administrative hearing officer lacks jurisdiction to consider constitutional 

issues, . . . . it is pointless to require applicants to endure the time and expense of 

full administrative proceedings to demonstrate ‘need’ before obtaining a judicial 

determination as to the validity of that statutory prerequisite.”) (citations omitted). 

Curiously, the State quotes from Gulf Pines at page 83 of its brief to support 

its argument that generally administrative remedies must be exhausted before 

bringing a declaratory-judgment action. But their quote excludes the critical 

portions recognizing the direct-file exception. Here is the full quote with the 

portion the State excludes in italics:  

Gulf Pines is correct in interpreting those decisions to mean that, as a 

general proposition, the circuit court should refrain from entertaining 
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declaratory suits except in the most extraordinary cases, where the 

party seeking to bypass usual administrative channels can demonstrate 

that no adequate remedy remains available under Chapter 120. One 

class of exceptional cases was expressly recognized in Willis, 

however. The First District there acknowledged: “that the 

Administrative Procedure Act does not and cannot displace circuit 

court jurisdiction to enjoin enforcement of facially unconstitutional 

agency rules.”  

Id. at 699 (quoting State ex rel. Dep’t of Gen. Serv. v. Willis, 344 So. 2d 580, 590 

(Fla. 1st DCA 1977)). The State advanced the same misleading, partial quote 

below as well. (R. 3050 n.17). But by reading the full quote, the trial court 

correctly found that the State missed the Supreme Court’s point in Gulf Pines, 

which was to identify the exceptional cases—i.e., the direct-file exception in cases 

of facial-constitutional attacks. 

Four years later, the Supreme Court reaffirmed the direct-file exception in 

Key Haven Associated Enterprises, Inc. v. Board of Trustees of Internal 

Improvement Trust Fund, 427 So. 2d 153, 155 (Fla. 1982). There the Court 

explained that there are three types of constitutional challenges that could arise in 

the administrative context: 

(1) The facial constitutionality of a statute authorizing an agency 

action; 

(2) The facial constitutionality of an agency rule adopted to 

implement an otherwise constitutional statute; 

(3) The unconstitutionality of the agency’s action in implementing an 

otherwise constitutional statute or rule. 
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Id. at 157. The Court held that the first of these species—i.e., those directed to the 

statute’s facial validity—could be raised directly in a circuit court without needing 

to first exhaust administrative remedies. Id. Relying on its Gulf Pines decision, the 

Key Haven Court reasoned that “since the administrative proceedings can have no 

effect on the constitutional issue to be presented to the circuit court, ‘it is pointless 

to require applicants to endure the time and expense of full administrative 

proceedings.’ ” Id. (quoting Gulf Pines, 361 So. 2d at 699).  

More recently, the Supreme Court reaffirmed this principle a third time in 

Sarnoff v. Florida Department of Highway Safety & Motor Vehicles, 825 So. 2d 

351, 353 (Fla. 2002). That case clarified an earlier decision in Department of 

Revenue v. Nemeth, 733 So. 2d 970, 971 (Fla. 1999), which rejected the exhaustion 

defense for a constitutional challenge, but without clearly stating whether the 

challenge was as-applied or facial. Sarnoff, 825 So. 2d at 353–54. Although the 

Court recognized that for as-applied constitutional challenges one must still 

exhaust administrative remedies, the Court concluded Sarnoff by “uphold[ing] the 

longstanding practice of allowing an individual to bypass the administrative 

process when the facial constitutionality of a statute is challenged.” Id. at 357. 

Here, Collier and the other local boards challenged the facial 

constitutionality of section 1002.333. In other words, as explained further above 

and in their initial briefs, the local school boards contend that there are no set of 
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circumstances in which section 1002.333 can be upheld because it divests school 

boards of their constitutional rights and duties to “operate, control, and supervise 

all free public schools” and gives that authority to the State and its hope operators 

for these newly created schools of hope. See Fla. Dep’t of Rev. v. City of 

Gainesville, 918 So.2d 250, 256 (Fla. 2005) (defining “facial challenge” as 

whether “any set of circumstances” exists to uphold the statute). Thus, under Gulf 

Pines, Key Haven, and Sarnoff, the trial court correctly ruled that their facial 

challenge met the direct-file exception to the exhaustion-of-remedies defense. 

The State has never attempted to address or distinguish these three 

controlling Supreme Court decisions (except to misleading cherry pick a quote 

from the Gulf Pines decision). Instead, the State summarily relies on Sans Souci v. 

Div. of Florida Land Sales & Condominiums, Dept. of Bus. Regulation, 421 So. 2d 

623, 626 (Fla. 1st DCA 1982), for the notion that merely asserting a constitutional 

issue is not an excuse for failing to first exhaust administrative remedies. (AB 83). 

Yet, the Sans Souci decision concerned an as-applied constitutional challenge that 

was fact dependent and specifically observed that the case’s appellant did not seek 

“a declaration of . . . the facial invalidity of [that case’s relevant statute].” Sans 

Souci, 421 So. 2d at 624 & 626. So, Sans Souci does not aid the State and certainly 

cannot overcome the Supreme Court’s precedent. 
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Since the State has not demonstrated reversible error as to its exhaustion 

defense, this Court should summarily affirm the trial court’s rejection of it. 

CONCLUSION 

Although the trial court correctly dismissed the State’s affirmative defenses, 

it erred in finding section 1002.333’s schools of hope constitutional. That statute 

unconstitutionally strips locally elected school boards of their exclusive authority 

to control and operate all public schools in their districts. It also creates an 

alternative system of schools of hope that operate outside the traditional public 

school system based on completely different standards and requirements. 

Therefore, this Court should reverse the trial court and declare section 1002.333 

facially invalid. 
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